PROMOTE

In the background, over the last 12 months, two new businesses have been growing within the liquor
industry. Now, over the next few pages, we find out what Nick Blair, Michael Every and Fred Siggins
have been building and how these three – who many will recognise – have gone out alone to bring
something new to the industry and share their experience to help drive it into the future.

Vision Wine
Partners
Vision Wine Partners is the new, specialist wine
sales and consultancy business, being run by
familiar faces, Nick Blair and Michael Every.

M

ost will remember Blair from when he worked at Pernod
Ricard. Blair held a variety of senior sales and marketing
roles with the company, including global marketing
responsibility of Australia’s number one wine brand at the time,
Jacob’s Creek. Blair has worked in wine both here and overseas, and
was based in the UK for a while, where he was Sales and Marketing
Director for Pernod Ricard UK.
Every was head of sales for Peter Lehmann Wines, starting out as
National Sales Manager, before being promoted to Director of Sales.
Every’s market intelligence and strong results have yielded him a highly
regarded name within the Australian liquor industry.
“Together, Mike and I have about 50 years of experience in the liquor
industry. And actually if you look at total experience, it’s probably close
to 80…but let’s not get into that!” Blair jokes.
When selecting a name for the business, Blair and Every wanted
something that would embody their expertise in wine, while creating
a platform for a unique and proactive consultancy with sales and
distribution execution as its objective.
“The name of the business is something we thought about quite a
lot. It represents our partnership – Mike and I – and that we are open to
bringing in other partners to the business in order to service our clients’
needs,” Blair explains.
“We chose the word Vision, because we have a very sound view of
the past and we have a very clear view of where we think the industry
can go.”
Specifically, Vision Wine Partners’ role will be to act as a third party
to help wine brands find their best route to market. From retail to
online, distribution and pricing strategy – Blair and Every will use their
experience and contacts to develop a plan that will get a brand exactly
where it wants and needs to be in the market.
Every says, “Unlike where a traditional consultant would
tell a business what the problems are, come up with some
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recommendations and then walk away, our role is to actually help
brands activate the plans we put in place.”
Blair adds, “What we’ve identified, is that there’s numerous brands
out there that have the opportunity to make great wine, with great
looking packaging - all of the things that get you to a certain point - but
a lot of businesses get lost between there and actually getting the
product to market.
“With our contacts, our network and our experience, we can either
go to distributors or directly to consumers; we can even go via retail, it
really depends on what the brand wants to achieve.”
While wine is the focus for now, spirits and beer could be on the
cards for Every and Blair in the future, as could aiding international
brands.
“I think the services we offer in Australia are equally valid
internationally or to international brands looking to come into the
Australian market,” Every says. “As for beer and spirits, the principles
are the same.”
Blair adds, “The other interesting thing is, if you look at wine and the
traditional way it has been marketed and sold, it’s all about who made
it, where it came from and the people behind it. While the model for
spirits and beer used to be totally focused on big brand stories, both
categories have since evolved from that. Beer, cider and spirits are
actually following a wine model nowadays.”
“We also know that consumers are becoming far more engaged
in how they buy wine, where they buy it from and how much they’ll
pay for it,” Every continues. “Our opportunity is to find those brand
principals and get them directly to the consumer. We are attacking it
from both ends.”
www.visionwinepartners.com

